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Abstract—Random lifts of graphs, or equivalently, random
permutation matrices, have been used to construct good families
of codes known as protograph codes. An algebraic analog of this
approach was recently presented using voltage graphs, and it was
shown that many existing algebraic constructions of graph-based
codes that use commuting permutation matrices may be seen as
special cases of voltage graph codes. Voltage graphs are graphs
that have an element of a finite group assigned to each edge,
and the assignment determines a specific lift of the graph. In
this paper we discuss how assignments of permutation group
elements to the edges of a base graph affect the properties
of the lifted graph and corresponding codes, and present a
construction method of LDPC code ensembles based on noncommuting permutation matrices. We also show encoder and
decoder implementations for these codes.
Index Terms—Low density parity check codes, voltage graphs,
iterative decoding, graph lift.

I. I NTRODUCTION

C

ODES on graphs and iterative decoders have been
shown to achieve near-capacity performance on several
communication channels and have replaced classical codes
in many practical applications. Much work has focused on
understanding the asymptotic performance of ensembles of
these codes for block lengths tending to infinity. For practical
implementation, the design of short to moderate length codes
with algebraic structure is desired. One approach is to design
the graphs for these codes by taking random lifts of a suitably
chosen base graph, or protograph [1], [2], [3]. The properties
of the base graph influence the properties of the graph lift
and resulting codes. Indeed, random lifts of graphs have
been heavily studied (e.g., [13], [14], [15]). Among other
advantages, these codes can be represented efficiently and
perform well compared to randomly designed codes with
comparable parameters.
In this paper, we design codes from specific lifts of graphs
that are obtained algebraically using voltage graphs, in which
group elements are assigned to the edges of the base graph that
determine the edge set in the lift. Voltage graphs, originally
coined in topological graph theory [4] in the study of embedding graphs on surfaces, may be observed in many well-known
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families of codes whose underlying graph representations may
be interpreted as voltage graphs [5]. For example, quasi-cyclic
LDPC codes based on blocks of shifted-identity matrices,
array codes, quasi-cyclic repeat accumulate codes, and others
fall into this category [6], [7], [8], [10], [11]. The voltage graph
approach is a powerful tool for analyzing graph properties of
the resulting graph lifts using the properties of the base graph.
Voltage graphs have been used to obtain many instances of
graphs with extremal properties; see e.g. [16], [17], [18], [19],
and thus provide a promising approach for code design.
We outline an algebraic technique of specifying the voltage assignments by restricting the voltage assignments to
a permutation group designed in a special way. From the
matrix perspective, our construction of protograph codes uses
non-commuting permutation matrices. This is in contrast to
the large body of work on constructions based on shifted
identity permutation matrices. Our method, which may be
applied to any base graph or protograph, yields codes having
good properties including efficient hardware implementation.
Paper [5] initiated the study of voltage graphs for codes, and
contains a classification of subgraphs that always cause cycles
in the lifted graph for any assignment of commuting group
elements to a base graph. In [12], we developed some initial
constructions using voltage graphs. This paper provides a
general construction method of code ensembles and theoretical
results.
Section 2 contains a brief background on voltage graphs.
In Section 3 we describe the connection between the voltages
in the base graph and the structure of the derived graph.
In Section 4, we present a general construction method for
assigning voltages from a nonabelian group to the edges of
a base graph, and give two explicit examples of algebraic
protograph code ensembles obtained by this method1. The
girth and minimum distance of the codes is discussed in
Section 5, with simulation results in Section 6. In Section 7,
we use the algebraic structure of the codes to obtain efficient
encoder and decoder implementations. Section 8 concludes the
paper.
II. VOLTAGE G RAPHS AND LDPC C ODES
In this paper we use the theory of voltage graphs to obtain
lifts of graphs algebraically. The resulting graphs are designed
to be suitable for coding while also retaining some of the
desirable random-like characteristics of random lifts. It is
worth noting that the voltage graph framework also provides
a tool to analyze successful random protograph codes by examining their specific permutations (i.e. voltage assignments)
1 Some

of this work was partially published in [12].
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in hindsight. This section provides a background on voltage
graphs.
An algebraic construction of specific covering spaces for
graphs was introduced by Gross and Tucker in the 1970s [4].
Since we will use permutation groups in our construction,
we will focus on permutation voltage graphs, which will be
defined shortly. We refer the reader to [4], [12] for a discussion
on ordinary voltage graphs, which generate lifts of graphs
using arbitrary finite groups. Before we can define permutation
voltage graphs, we first introduce some notation. Let {[n]}
denote the set of integers from 1 to n. Any permutation has a
unique decomposition into a product of cyclic permutations,
each called a cycle. For example, σ = (1572)(34)(6) is a
permutation of {[7]} in cycle representation, in which the
numbers within a set of parentheses form a cycle, and each
number in a cycle is mapped to the number to its right, except
for the last number which is mapped to the first number in
the cycle. We will use this notation to illustrate permutation
voltage graphs and our code constructions.
A permutation voltage graph G = (VG , EG ) is a base
graph where each edge is assigned an element from a chosen permutation group G on n elements, called the voltage
group. Specifically, each edge in G is arbitrarily assigned an
orientation, and a function α, called a permutation voltage
assignment, maps the positive orientation of each edge to
an element from G. The values of α on the edges are
called voltages, and the negative orientation of each edge is
assigned the inverse element of its voltage. For example, if
e = (u, v) ∈ EG , then the (positive) orientation of e, denoted
e+ , is either “from u to v” or “from v to u”. The assignment
α(e) = σ ∈ G means that the permutation σ is assigned to
e+ , whereas the negative (or, reverse) orientation of e, denoted
e− , is assigned σ −1 under α. 2
The base graph G together with α form the permutation
voltage graph. We now explain how the permutation voltage
graph determines a specific lift of the graph, G α , called the
(permutation) derived graph. If G is a subgroup of Sn , the
group of all permutations of n elements (i.e. the symmetric
group), then G α is a degree n lift of G with vertex set
VG × {1, . . . , n} and edge set EG × {1, . . . , n}. If π ∈ G
is a permutation voltage on the edge e oriented from u to
v in G, then there is an edge from (u, i) to (v, π(i)) in G α
for i ∈ {[n]}. We will represent each vertex (v, i) and edge
(e, i) in the derived graph by vi and ei , respectively. The set
of vertices {vi |i = 1, 2 . . . , n} in the derived graph is called
the cloud of v, and similarly for edges. The clouds contain
precisely those elements in the pre-image of a vertex (or edge)
under the natural projection mapping p : G α → G.
Figure 1 shows a permutation voltage graph G with voltages
from S3 , and the corresponding derived graph G α . Figure
2 shows a bipartite permutation voltage graph with voltages
from S3 , and its derived graph that may be regarded as a
Tanner graph for a code of length 9. The shaded circles and
squares represent variable nodes and check nodes, respectively.
A walk W in the permutation voltage graph G with voltage
2 While each edge has a notion of positive and negative orientation, the
graph remains undirected. For example, walks and cycles may traverse edges
in either direction but it will be important to keep track of the group elements
that are assigned to the given orientations of each edge used.
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Fig. 1. A permutation voltage graph with voltage group S3 on the bottom,
and its derived graph on the top.
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Fig. 2. A permutation voltage graph with voltage group S3 on the left, and
its derived graph on the right, where i denotes the identity permutation.

assignment α may be represented by the sequence of oriented
edges in the order they are traversed, e.g. W = eσ1 1 eσ2 2 . . . eσmm
where e1 , . . . , em are edges in G and each σi is + or −
denoting the direction edge ei is traversed. The net voltage
of the walk W is defined as the voltage group product
α(eσ1 1 )α(eσ2 2 ) . . . α(eσmm ) of the voltages on the edges of W
in the order and direction of the walk. For example, the walk
W = z + y − x+ in Figure 1 has net voltage (12)(3)×(1)(23)×
(123) = (1)(2)(3).
Theorem 2.1: [4] Let W be a walk with initial vertex v in a
voltage graph G with voltages from a permutation group G on
n elements. Then for each vertex vi in G α , where i ∈ {[n]},
there is a unique walk Wi in G α that starts at vi and projects
down3 to W .
A walk of length m is closed if it starts and ends at the same
vertex, and backtrackless if ei = ei+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1.
A backtrackless closed walk is said to be tailless if em =
e1 . For example, in Figure 1, the walk y + z + y − is closed,
backtrackless, but not tailless, whereas the walk y + z + y − x+
is closed, backtrackless, and tailless. The walk x+ y + y − is
not backtrackless. A useful consequence of Theorem 2.1 is as
follows.
Corollary 2.2: Assume W = eσ1 1 eσ2 2 · · · eσmm is closed,
3 A walk W α in the derived graph G α projects down to W if the edges in
W α are mapped onto the edges of W by the natural projection mapping in
the exact order and orientation of W .
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backtrackless, and tailless. Then Wi , for any i ∈ {[n]}, is
a cycle on G α if and only if the net voltage of W is the
identity of G.
III. I NFLUENCE OF VOLTAGES ON TANNER G RAPH
P ROPERTIES
Permutation voltage graphs provide a natural algebraic
analog to random protograph codes. In this section we explain
how to choose a permutation group and assign voltages to
ensure that the derived graph is connected and has a good
cycle structure. These guidelines were initially proposed in
[12] and will be used in the new constructions in Section 4.
1)Choose a non-abelian voltage group. In [5], we provide a
classification of subgraphs that, if present in a base graph, give
rise to certain cycles in the derived graph for any assignment
of voltages from an abelian group G4 . The result in [5] gives
an alternative short proof that the girth is always at most 12 for
codes constructed using commuting permutation matrices in
arrays that contain a sub-array of 2 × 3 non-zero permutation
matrices. This girth limitation was originally shown in [7] and
later by others (see e.g., [20]). Many researchers have also
noted that the use of commuting permutation matrices, such as
shifted identity matrices, leads to restrictions on the minimum
distance of the associated codes [8], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25],
[26]. This indicates that non-commuting voltage assignments
have a greater potential in yielding derived graphs with larger
girth and improved minimum distance.
2) Choose permutations that do not have fixed points or
cycles of length ≤ 3 in their cycle representation, and use
pairwise non-commuting permutations as voltages. Since nonabelian groups may contain abelian subgroups, the voltages
assigned should be pairwise non-commuting. This alone is not
enough to guarantee large girth in the lift. Rather, the cycle
structure of the lifted graph relates directly to the structure
of the net voltages of cycles in the base graph. A j-cycle
of a permutation π will refer to a cyclic permutation of j
elements in the cycle decomposition of π, and should not be
confused with a j-cycle in a graph which is a closed path
containing j edges. The cycle structure of a permutation in
Sn is a vector (c1 , . . . , cn ) where cj denotes the number of
j-cycles in the cycle decomposition of the permutation. For
example, σ = (1572)(34)(6) contains one 4-cycle, one 2cycle, and one 1-cycle (i.e. fixed point) and has cycle structure
(1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0). The pre-image of each cycle in a permutation voltage graph under the natural projection mapping
consists of a union of disjoint cycles in the derived graph.
The following result from [4] explains how the length and
number of these cycles in the lift are determined.
Theorem 3.1: [4] Let C be a k-cycle with net voltage π in
a permutation voltage graph, and let (c1 , c2 , . . . , cn ) be the
cycle structure of π. Then the pre-image of C in the derived
graph consists of c1 + c2 + · · · + cn disjoint cycles, including
for each j ∈ {[n]}, exactly cj kj-cycles.
To continue the example, if σ = (1572)(34)(6) is the net
voltage of a k-cycle C in G that starts at u, then the pre4 The

elements commute. That is, for each a, b ∈ G, ab = ba.

image of C in G α consists of one cycle of length 4k that
contains vertices u1 , u2 , u5 , and u7 , one cycle of length 2k
that contains vertices u3 and u4 , and one cycle of length k
that contains vertex u6 . Thus, since 6 is a fixed point of σ,
a cycle of length equal to k occurs in the derived graph. A
result similar to Theorem 3.1 was observed in [8].
Due to Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 2.2, the permutation
voltages should not have fixed points or cycles of length
≤ 3 in their cycle representation. This will allow our code
constructions to surpass the girth 12 restriction that exists in
the abelian case, provided that there are no short products
of these voltages that yield permutations with small cycles
in their decomposition. Moreover, we will choose a voltage
group where the only group element with fixed points is the
identity permutation. This will eliminate fixed points in the
net voltages of all graph cycles that do not have the identity
permutation as a net voltage.
3) Use a permutation voltage group whose action on {[n]}
has just one orbit, and assign voltages that generate the group.
First, to simplify the voltage assignment process, it is enough
to assign voltages so that the edges of a spanning tree receive
the identity element [4], [19]5 . A spanning tree is a connected
spanning subgraph that is a tree. The edges outside of a given
spanning tree form the co-tree. For a voltage assignment that
assigns the identity element to the edges of spanning tree, the
local voltage group G is the group generated by the voltages
assigned to the co-tree. In [4], [19] the authors show that
the number of connected components in the corresponding
derived graph is equal to number of orbits in the action6 of
G on {[n]}. Since we want one component in the lift (i.e.
a connected graph), our constructions will use a permutation
group G whose action yields a single orbit, and we will assign
voltages to the co-tree that generate the group G. Thus, G ∼
= G
and the derived graph will be connected. In contrast, randomly
chosen permutation voltages may yield disconnected derived
graphs.

A. Summary of guidelines for voltage assignments
To surpass the girth limitations of earlier code constructions, voltages should be chosen from a nonabelian group so
that they are pairwise non-commuting. (This is stricter than
necessary since some pairwise commuting elements are fine
if placed appropriately in the base graph.) The net voltages
on short cycles in the base graph should not have short cycles
in their permutation cycle decompositions. Each edge of an
arbitrarily chosen spanning tree should be assigned the identity
group element as a voltage, and the edges in the co-tree should
be assigned voltages that generate the entire voltage group to
ensure connectivity.

5 Specifically, in [4], [19] it is shown that for any assignment α of edges in
G to voltages in a group G and for any spanning tree T of G, it is possible
to find a voltage assignment α of edges in G to G, where the edges of T
are assigned the identity element of G under α and the resulting graphs G α

and G α are isomorphic.
6 see e.g. Section 2.4 of [34] for the definitions of group action and orbit.
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IV. LDPC C ODES FROM THE N ONABELIAN G ROUP OF
O RDER pq
In this section, we present a general method for constructing
voltage assignments for code design, and give an explicit
example of a code ensemble obtained by this method.
A. Method for assigning voltages
We give a general method for assigning elements from a
nonabelian group G to the edges of a base graph. Our method
may be applied to any non-abelian voltage group to obtain
derived graphs that will be interpreted as Tanner graphs for
LDPC codes. Let Npq denote the nonabelian group of order pq
for primes p and q with q|p − 1. Npq is the only nonabelian
group (up to isomorphism) of order m = pq where q|(p −
1), and if q  (p − 1), then there is no nonabelian group
of order pq. We will illustrate our method using the group
Npq , and the complete bipartite graph Kj,k as the base graph,
but the method and constructions may be easily applied to
any base graph simply by removing some of the edges (and
corresponding voltages) or by applying the same guidelines to
multiple (or, parallel) edges.
1) Start with a base graph G on j check nodes and k variable
nodes and orient the edges from the variable nodes to the
check nodes. Permutations will be assigned to these positively
oriented edges, and the negative orientation of each edge will
be assigned the inverse permutation. The parity-check matrix
of the resulting LDPC code is a j × k array of m × m
permutation matrices determined by the following steps. Note
that if an edge is not present in the base graph, then an
m × m all-zero matrix will be used to represent its voltage,
and if multiple edges are present, then a superposition of the
corresponding permutation matrices is used. For our example,
let G = Kj,k .
2) Choose a non-abelian group G of order m, and label
the elements of G from 1 to m. Let G act on itself by left
multiplication to obtain an isomorphic group P, where P is
a permutation group of order m. Let P be the permutation
voltage group. In our examples, P will be the permutation
group isomorphic to Npq . Note that P is a subgroup of Sm
and has the desirable property that the only element in P with
a fixed point is the identity permutation. We construct the
group Npq generated by elements c and d of orders p and q,
respectively, such that dc = cs d, where s ≡ 1(mod p) and
sq ≡ 1(mod p) (See Chapter 2 of [34] for more detail on this
group, and Example 4.1 in this section for an illustration of
this step.)
3) Choose a spanning tree of the base graph and assign each
of its edges the identity permutation i. For the remaining
edges, choose nontrivial pairwise non-commuting voltages
such that they generate the group P. Without loss of generality,
let the edges in Kj,k corresponding to the first row and column
of the j ×k array be the spanning tree and assign each of them
the identity permutation in P. This leaves (j − 1)(k − 1) nonidentity permutations to assign to the edges of the co-tree. The
group P contains one cyclic subgroup of order p, namely the
one generated by c, and p cyclic subgroups of order q, namely
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the ones generated by ci d for i = 0, 1, . . . , p−1. Permutations
chosen from the same cyclic subgroup will commute, therefore
choose at most one element from each for the remaining
edges. For this to be possible, the number of edges in the
co-tree should be at most p + 1. Moreover, since the identity
permutation is the only element in P with a fixed point, the
Orbit-Counting Lemma (see e.g. [35]) ensures that P has just
one orbit when acting on {1, 2, . . . , m}, where m = |P|.
Thus, the chosen nontrivial permutations should generate P
to ensure that the condition for connectivity is met.
When using Npq , q must be larger than 3 to achieve girth
larger than 12 when G has a 4-cycle. If q = 3, P will
have permutations of order 3 with 3-cycles in their cycle
decompositions. The smallest pq that satisfies these constraints
is m = 55, where q = 5.
Example 4.1: We illustrate Step 2 using the nonabelian
group N6 with p = 3 and q = 2. N6 has two generators, c of
order 3 and d of order 2, with the relation that c2 d = dc. The
elements of N6 are {1, c, c2, d, cd, c2 d = dc}. Order the elements, e.g., 1 → 1, c → 2, c2 → 3, d → 4, cd → 5, c2 d → 6.
The action of c on N6 by left multiplication yields the set
{c · g|g ∈ N6 } = {c, c2 , 1, cd, c2 d, d} = {2, 3, 1, 5, 6, 4}.
This means that 1 → 2, 2 → 3, 3 → 1, 4 → 5, 5 →
6, 6 → 4, which corresponds to the permutation (123)(456).
Similarly, the permutation corresponding to the action of d is
(14)(26)(35), of c2 is (132)(465), of cd is (15)(24)(36), and
of c2 d is (16)(25)(34). The action of the identity permutation
i = (1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6) on N6 gives i. Thus, P is the subgroup
of S6 containing these six permutations.
The following groups will be used in the forthcoming
constructions. The explicit cycle representations for the permutations c and d in both groups may be found in [12].
Example 4.2: Let m = 55, so m = pq where p = 11
and q = 5. Then N55 is obtained by two generators, c of
order 11 and d of order 5, with the relation that c3 d = dc.
The action of c and d on N55 yields the isomorphic nonabelian permutation group P of order 55 consisting of the
elements {ci dj |i = 0, . . . , 10 and j = 0, . . . , 4} where, with
an abuse of notation, c and d are the corresponding generating
permutations of P. Similarly, when p = 29 and q = 7,
the group N203 is obtained by two generators, c of order
29 and d of order 7, with the relation that c7 d = dc. The
action of c and d on N203 yields the isomorphic nonabelian
permutation group P of order 203 consisting of the elements
{ci dj |i = 0, . . . , 28 and j = 0, . . . , 6}.
B. Construction Example
Using the permutation group P ∼
= Npq , we form the
following j × k matrix M with j ≤ k and entries in P
that has as its (a, b)th element Ma,b , the entry (da+b c)t·a for
some fixed integer 0 < t ≤ q − 1. (Here, 1 ≤ a ≤ j − 1,
1 ≤ b ≤ k − 1.) Further, M has the identity element 1 ∈ G as
entries in the first row and first column.
⎡
M =⎣

1
1
1
...
1

1
(d2 c)t
(d3 c)2t

1
(d3 c)t
(d4 c)2t

...
(dj c)(j−1)t

...
(dj+1 c)(j−1)t

...
...
...
...
...

1
(dk c)t
(d(k+1) c)2t
...
(d(j+k−2) c)(j−1)t

⎤
⎦.
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In M , the exponents of the c’s are modulo p and the
exponents of the d’s are modulo q. The parity-check matrix
of the bipartite derived graph corresponding to M is given by
⎡
H =⎣

I
I

Π

I
...
1

Π

I

Π

I

(d2 c)t
Π 3 2t
(d c)

(d3 c)t
Π 4 2t
(d c)

...

...

(dj c)(j−1)t

Π

(dj+1 c)(j−1)t

...
...

Π

...
...
...

Π

I

(dk c)t
Π (k+1) 2t
(d
c)
...

⎤
⎦,

(d(j+k−2) c)(j−1)t

where I represents the m × m identity matrix and Πσ
represents an m × m permutation matrix for the permutation
σ ∈ P. In particular, the matrix Πσ has a one in the σ(i)th
row and ith column, for i = 1, 2, . . . , m and 0’s elsewhere.
Using the relation that dc = cs d from the structure of P,
we can show that the permutations in M generate P. Any
permutation in P can be expressed as ca db for some integers
a, b. With some manipulation, it can be seen that an element
from the subgroup generated by c appears as a product of
some permutations in M . Thus, the group generated by the
elements appearing in M is isomorphic to P and from the
discussion in Section 3, the derived graph is connected.
C. Optimized General Construction
An optimal code construction would search over all permutations in P to find the voltage assignments for the edges of
the co-tree that satisfy the guidelines and result in a derived
graph with the best performance. This is only feasible when
the group size is not too large (i.e., for designing short to
moderate length codes) and in general, this search over the
permutations in P is more efficient than searching over the
permutations in Sm to optimize randomly designed protograph
codes, especially when the guidelines are incorporated. Due
to the careful structure of P, even a randomly chosen set
of permutations from P that satisfy the above guidelines can
result in a derived group with as good a performance as that of
a randomly designed protograph code. Hence, a small enough
search to choose the permutations more judiciously from P
can yield a derived graph with improved performance.
V. G IRTH AND M INIMUM D ISTANCE
Let Npq be the nonabelian group descibed in Section 4, and
let p > q ≥ 5.
Theorem 5.1: Let Hb be a 2×3 base array with the identity
entry in the first row and the first column, and having nonidentity permutations c and d from the group Npq in the
remaining entries. Then the Tanner graph Ĝ of the LDPC code
C (having blocklength N = 3q and dimension K ≥ q +1) that
corresponds to the permutation derived graph has girth g = 4q,
and the LDPC code C has a minimum distance dmin = 2q.
Proof: The voltage graph whose incidence matrix is given
by Hb is K2,3 . The smallest closed walk in this base graph
has length four and its net-voltage is a non-identity element in
Npq . Since each non-identity element in Npq is a permutation
whose cycle representation has cycle lengths equal to or larger
than q, we have by Theorem 3.1 that the closed walk of length
four gives rise to cycles of length 4q or larger in the derived
graph Ĝ.
Let W be a closed walk of length 2k in the base graph,
for some integer 2 ≤ k ≤ q − 1. The net voltage on W is a

product of 2k permutations π1 , π2 , . . . , π2k , where the number
of non-identity permutations is between 1 and q − 1. The nonidentity permutations that can appear on this closed walk are
c, c−1 , d, and d−1 with orders p, p, q, q, respectively (i.e.,
each is at least q). Hence, the net voltage on W has a cycle
decomposition consisting of either p cycles or q cycles, and
by Theorem 3.1, W lifts to cycles of length at least 2kq in Ĝ.
Now consider a walk W  of length 2(q + t) in the base
graph, for 0 ≤ t ≤ q − 1. The net voltage on W  is a
product of 2(q + t) permutations. The maximum number of
non-identity permutations on such a walk is q + t. The nonidentity permutations in Hb are c (and c−1 ) and d (and d−1 ),
and each contributes at most (q+t)/2 (i.e. less than q) times to
the net voltage. Thus, the net voltage on W  is a non-identity
permutation with order at least q. By Theorem 3.1 a cycle of
length at least 2(q + t)q is obtained in the lifted graph Ĝ.
Finally, consider a walk of length 4q in the base graph that
traverses the edge with voltage d a total of q times and edges
assigned the identity voltage on the remaining 3q steps. Such
a walk has net voltage equal to the identity since d has order
q. Thus, by Theorem 3.1 a cycle of length 4q results in the
lifted graph Ĝ. Hence, the girth of Ĝ is 4q.
Further, since all variable nodes in the graph have degree
two, the lift Ĝ corresponds to a cycle code [21], yielding a
minimum distance equal to 2q (i.e, girth/2) for the code C. 2
Theorem 5.1 shows that a voltage assignment on K2,3 can
yield a lift and corresponding LDPC code whose girth and
minimum distance grow with q. On the other hand, if the
voltage group is abelian, the girth of the resulting permutation
derived graph cannot exceed 12 and the minimum distance
cannot exceed 6 [6]. Thus, the use of appropriately assigned
non-commuting voltages can help surpass the girth and
minimum distance limitations of abelian voltages in the
design of algebraic protograph codes.
Theorem 5.2: Let G ∼
= Npq . Let Hb be a j × k base array
with k > j ≥ 2, the identity entry in the first row and
column, and having non-identity pairwise non-commuting permutations from Npq in the remaining entries. Then the Tanner
graph Ĝ of the LDPC code C (having block length N = kq
and dimension K ≥ (k − j)q + (j − 1)) that corresponds to
the permutation derived graph has girth g ≥ 6, and the LDPC
code C has a minimum distance dmin (C) ≥ j + 1.
Proof: Consider the voltage graph with incidence matrix
Hb . This base graph is bipartite with j check nodes and k
variable nodes, and its smallest closed walk has length four.
Since no two non-identity permutations assigned to the edges
of G are the same, any closed walk of length 4 has a net
voltage that is a non-identity permutation in Npq whose order
is at least q. By Theorem 3.1, this 4-cycle lifts to a cycle of
length at least 4q in Ĝ. Thus the smallest cycle in Ĝ must be
greater than four. Since Ĝ is bipartite, the girth of Ĝ is at least
6. This, along with the tree-bound on the minimum distance
derived in [28] shows that the minimum distance of the LDPC
code C represented by the Tanner graph Ĝ is dmin (C) ≥ j + 1.
2
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VI. S IMULATION R ESULTS
In this section, we show the performance of our codes
proposed in the construction example of Section IV.B (labeled
in the figures as Consturction 1) using the groups in Example
4.2, and the performance of voltage codes where voltages
were chosen semi-randomly from these groups (labeled in the
figures as Construction 2). We compare the performance of our
proposed codes in each figure to A) random regular LDPC
codes, B) random protograph codes (i.e the permutations
are chosen randomly from Sm where m = |P |), C) a
code of comparable parameters deisigned using the algebraic
techniques proposed in [6], [7] (TSF-construction) and [8], [9]
(array construction), and D) progressive edge growth (PEG)7
based LDPC codes [30]. The codes in [6], [7] and [8], [9]
use permutations corresponding to shifted identity permutation matrices (i.e. generate an abelian group). Performances
are compared on the binary input additive white Gaussian
noise channel (BIAWGNC) under sum-product decoding. The
maximum number of iterations is limited to 50 in all of our
simulations.
Figure 3 shows the performance of (2, 3)-regular LDPC
codes over the BIAWGNC under sum-product decoding. The
figure shows the bit-error-rate (BER) performance as a function of the channel signal to noise ratio (SNR) of our voltage
graph-based LDPC code, where the voltage graph is K2,3 ,
and the corresponding derived graph is obtained by assigning
voltages to K2,3 to P ∼
= N55 as described in Section 4. The
block length of the resulting codes is 165 and the code rate
is approximately 0.33. Also shown are the performances of
(2, 3) LDPC codes having similar block lengths and code rates
from the other constructions mentioned above. Our optimized
version substantially outperforms these other constructions.
The proposed codes have a gain of approximately 1 dB at
a bit error rate (BER) of 10−4 compared to a randomly
designed graph, and a gain of more than 1 dB compared to
the array/TSF-type construction and random protograph code.
Figure 4 shows the analogous performance of Figure 3
for the group N203 (as described in Example 4.3). The
7 The

PEG based LDPC codes were designed using the
online software available at David MacKay’s website: http
:
//www.inf erence.phy.cam.ac.uk/mackay/P EG ECC.html
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Fig. 3. Performance of block length 165, code rate 0.33, (2,3) LDPC codes
on the binary-input additive white Gaussian noise channel under sum-product
decoding.

Performance of block length ~609 (2,3) LDPC codes over the memoryless additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel
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We note that typically the girth and the minimum distance
are significantly larger than the bound in Theorem 5.2. The actual girth and minimum distance can be further improved. For
example, one can incorporate a simple optimization criterion
that ensures that the girth in the lifted graph corresponding to
any K2,3 subgraph of the base graph is as large as possible.
This optimization can be extended to larger subgraphs in the
base graph such as K2,t , for t > 3, or Kx,y , for x > 2, y > 3
to further optimize the girth and distance. As nonabelian
groups with larger p, q are chosen, the minimum distance
of the proposed codes can exceed the minimum distances
of protograph LDPC codes designed using abelian groups.
Moreover, using the results in [29], the lower bounds in
Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 also lower bound the minimum stopping
set size and pseudocodeword weight of the codes.
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Fig. 4. Performance of block length 609, code rate 0.33, (2,3) LDPC codes
on the binary-input additive white Gaussian noise channel under sum-product
decoding.

resulting codes have a block length of 609 and a code rate
of approximately 0.33. Again, our codes perform significantly
better, showing a gain of more than 1.5 dB at a BER of 10−4 in
comparison to the array/TSF-type and random constructions.
The proposed codes perform as well as the PEG LDPC codes
at this block length and code rate.
Figure 5 shows the performance of (3, 5)-regular LDPC
codes over the BIAWGNC under sum-product decoding. The
figure shows the performance of our proposed codes using
voltages from N55 applied to the edges of the base graph
K3,5 . All of the codes in Figure 5 have block length 275
and code rate approximately 0.4. Construction 1 and the
optimized version perform comparably to the array/TSF-type
construction and the PEG construction for these chosen parameters. However, Construction 2 performs slightly worse.
Overall, the algebraic constructions using commutative or noncommutative voltages perform significantly better than the
random constructions by at least 0.5 dB at a BER of 10−5 .
Figure 6 shows the analogous performance of Figure 5 for
the group N203 . All of the codes shown have a block length
of 1015 and a code rate of approximately 0.4 except the TSF
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Performance of block length 275 (3,5) LDPC codes over the memoryless additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel
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Fig. 5. Performance of block length 275, code rate 0.4, (3,5) LDPC codes
on the binary-input additive white Gaussian noise channel under sum-product
decoding.

Performance of block length 1015 (3,5) LDPC codes over the
memoryless additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel
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Due to their inherent algebraic structure, the codes proposed
in Section 4 have a succinct description that make them attractive candidates for implementation in practical applications. In
this section we address the complexity and hardware implementation aspects of these codes. One important observation
is that the proposed codes belong to the class of matched-lifted
LDPC codes presented in [31]. While the discussion in [31]
is mostly general, all of the examples given in [31] assume
the (abelian) group of shifted identity matrices in designing
the protograph LDPC codes. We can apply similar techniques
from [31] to encode and decode the codes proposed in this
paper.
A. Alternate representation
Let G = {π1 , π2 , . . . , πm } be a permutation voltage group
of order m. The elements πi for i = 1, 2, . . . , m correspond to
permutation matrices P i , where Pπi i (), = 1,  = 1, 2, . . . , m.
The group operation πi · πj = πk is equivalent to the product
of permutation matrices P i P j = P k . As in [31], a group-ring
F2 [G] can be defined having elements that can be represented
as binary vectors of length m. In particular, a binary
m vector
u = (u1 , u2 , . . . , um ) is identified with the sum i=1 ui πi .
Adding two length m binary vectors u and v in this group-ring
is defined by the componentwise addition of u and v over F2 .
Multiplying two vectors u · v in F2 [G] is defined as follows,
where all summations shown are over F2 .
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Fig. 6. Performance of block length 1015, code rate 0.4, (3,5) LDPC codes
on the binary-input additive white Gaussian noise channel under sum-product
decoding.

k
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ui vj )πk =

i=1 (i,j):πi πj =πk

=

We have shown that our codes perform comparably to
other algebraically designed codes and can outperform random
constructions. Thus, using non-commuting permutations in the
design has the potential to provide significant performance
improvement over commuting permutations. We believe that
when the general relationship between minimum distance and
voltage assignments is better understood, it will be possible
to describe more effective voltages in later constructions.

(



ui vj )πk

k=1 (i,j):πi (j)=k

m 
m

(
ui vπ−1 (k) )πk .

k=1 i=1

code, which has a block length of 1055. The results show
that our Construction 1 and the optimized version perform
comparably to an array/TSF-type construction in the waterfall
region. However, the TSF-type construction has a distance
upper bounded by (3 + 1)! = 24, whereas the proposed
codes do not have such a limitation. The proposed codes
(optimized construction, Construction 1) also perform better
than the PEG construction at high SNRs due to a better
minimum distance. Construction 2 does not perform as well
as the rest for the chosen set of parameters. Overall, all of the
algebraic constructions perform significantly better than the
random constructions by at least 0.25 dB.

m


i

As each πicorresponds to the m × m permutation matrix
m
P i , the sum
m i=1 ui i πi can be interpreted as the matrix sum
M (u) = i=1 ui P . We show that M (u) is a matrix over F2
not only when G is the group of shifted identity permutations
but also for more general permutation groups such as those
used in this paper.
Lemma 7.1: The map M (·) defined above for the nonabelian permutation group G ∼
= Npq , ensures that for any
length m binary vector u, M (u) is a matrix with only binary
entries.
Proof: M (u) is not binary if and only if there exist two
permutations in G, call them πi and πj for some i = j,
i, j ∈ {1, . . . , m}, where πi (k) = πj (k) for some k ∈
{1, 2, . . . , m}. This is equivalent to having πj−1 · πi (k) = k.
However, πj−1 · πi ∈ G, and the only permutation in G that
contains a fixed point in its cycle representation is the identity
permutation. This yields that i = j, a contradiction. Thus,
M (u) is always a binary matrix.
2.
While the above result is not true for all permutation
groups, it holds for the
permutation groups used in this paper.
m
Furthermore, this sum i=1 ui P i uniquely determines u. The
length m basis vector ei = (0, 0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0), where the
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ith entry is a 1 and the remaining entries are 0 corresponds to
permutation matrix P i under the map M (·) defined above.
Without loss of generality, we can assume the vector e1
denotes the identity permutation in G and corresponds to the
identity matrix P 1 of size m.
The constructions in Section 4 start with a bipartite base
graph G that yields the base parity-check matrix Hb of size j ×
k. The edges of G are assigned permutation voltages from the
permutation voltage group G ∼
= Npq . These edge assignments
can be represented as entries of Hb . Now if we replace each
entry in Hb with a binary vector of length m that corresponds
to the permutation on that edge in G, we get a j × km binary
matrix. As in [31], applying the map M (·) to each component
vector of length m gives a jm×km parity-check matrix of the
lifted code. Further, the resulting binary LDPC code is the set
of solutions x to the equation M (Hb )xT = 0T . If we write
x = (x1 , . . . , xn ), where each xi is a binary vector of length
m, then the equation M (Hb )xT = 0T is also equivalent to
Hb xT = 0T , where now each xi is interpreted as an element
of F2 [G]. Thus, we can relate the binary LDPC code associated
with the matrix M (Hb ) with the LDPC code over the group
ring F2 [G] associated with the matrix Hb .
We note here that not all random protograph codes that use
random permutations satisfy the property of Lemma 7.1, and
therefore, not all protograph LDPC codes can use the F2 [G]
group algebra framework shown above.
B. Encoding
As we have shown a similar group-theoretic framework as
in [31] in relating the lifted LDPC binary matrix for our
proposed codes to the base LDPC matrix over F2 [G], we
can follow the procedure from [31] to design an efficient
encoder for these codes. We will highlight the main points
of this procedure and refer the reader to [31] for more details.
The encoding procedure uses the low-complexity encoding
technique presented in [32]. However, instead of applying this
technique on the parity-check matrix of the larger lifted graph
M (Hb ), we apply this technique to the parity-check matrix
of the smaller base graph Hb , where the entries are in F2 [G].
By row and column operations in the group-ring F2 [G] and
row-column
swaps, Hb is transformed to a matrix

 of the form
A
B
T

Hb =
, where T is
−ET −1 A + C −ET −1 B + D 0
a lower triangular matrix and the entries of A, B, T , C, D,
E are all matrices with entries in F2 [G].
Let φ = −ET −1B +D and let the columns in Hb spanning
the matrix B correspond to the parity bits p1 , the columns
spanning matrix T correspond to the parity bits p2 , and the
columns spanning matrix A correspond to the information bits
s. Then, given the information sequence s, we solve for the
parity bit sequences p1 and p2 from the following relations:
As + Bp1 + T p2 = 0, (−ET −1 A + C)s + φp1 = 0.
All of the above operations are carried out in F2 [G] arithmetic since the proposed construction can be viewed as a code
over F2 [G]. While the encoding complexity, in terms of the
number of arithmetic operations, may still be O(N + g 2 ),
where g is the size of the φ matrix and N is the block
length of the code, the hardware for the encoder may be
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implemented efficiently by taking advantage of the grouptheoretic framework described above.
C. Decoding
The decoding techniques for matched lifted LDPC codes
may be applied to the codes proposed in this paper and we
refer the reader to [31] for more details.
VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
We presented a construction methodology for codes based
on permutation voltage graphs. These constructions use noncommuting permutation matrices and yield families of algebraic protograph codes. The construction specifies a permutation assignment from a base graph to a nonabelian group,
and is designed to ensure that the resulting derived graph
is connected and has no short cycles. Our method may
be applied to any base graph, such as those with optimal
degree distributions. The performance of the proposed codes
is shown to be better than that of random constructions
and comparable to other good algebraic constructions. The
inherent algebraic structure in the design makes the codes
well suited for practical implementation, as demonstrated by
the simple encoding and decoding techniques presented. We
have also discussed how the girth and the minimum distance
for these codes can be strengthened further by optimizing the
voltage assignments in specially chosen subgraphs of the base
graph. We conclude that codes based on algebraic lifts have
the potential to outperform random codes, as well as those
based on random lifts.
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